
Differential Protection Terminal
RED 521

Opening a new perspective
The numerical Differential Protection Terminal RED 521 provides
fast and selective phase-segregated protection for busbars, as
well as generators, autotransformers, shut reactors and capacitor
banks. The superior security and dependability of this terminal
is based on ABB’s deep knowledge of busbar protection.
As an option, RED 521 offers a more cost-efficient solution using
the summation CT principle.

The RED 521 terminal is more than just a first-class product. 
It is supplied with a value-adding information package about the
product and its use in your application. Information such as
technical data, user documentation and connection diagrams is
essential to ensure the smooth and efficient use of the terminal
throughout its lifetime. You can access this information easily via
the operator ’s workplace or from your PC with InformIT Aspect
Object Viewer freeware.

Fast and stable at the same time
The extremely short operate time of RED 521 is typically 10-15
ms at all internal faults, regardless of the number of connected
feeders. At the same time, the terminal maintains complete
stability for external faults, even when heavy CT saturation
occurs. This unique combination of speed and stability is essential
for effective busbar protection. RED 521 has very low CT
requirements compared to other numerical differential protection
devices due to its unique measuring principle. This also allows
sharing of CT circuits with other relays to save costs. The low
CT requirements guarantee stability and correct operation as

long as the CT is not saturated for at least two milliseconds
during each power system cycle.

RED 521 also provides superior sensitivity for internal faults,
thus protecting your power system objects from extensive
damage and long repair times. The terminal is capable of effectively
recognizing and operating correctly for all types of evolving faults.
The innovative and fast measuring algorithm detects and blocks
incorrect operation during open CT circuits. In summary, RED
521 is the most reliable solution for protecting the most essential
objects of your power system.

Easy to use
RED 521 offers a compact solution that can be easily adapted
to different busbar configurations. Up to 18 current transformers
can be connected directly to the terminal. It is simple to engineer
for any application since only two operational settings and no
interposing auxiliary CTs are needed. The CT ratios are entered
as primary values from the front mounted HMI. This significantly
reduces both commissioning and installation time. RED 521 is
the ideal solution for your retrofits and new installations since
it can be connected to the same CT cores as protection relays
without auxiliary CTs.



A step further.
Proven by RADSS and
REB 103 technology

RED 521 *1.0
Technology summary:
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ABB Power Technologies AB
Substation Automation Products
SE-721 59 Västerås, Sweden
Phone: +46 21 342 000, Fax: +46 21 32 42 23
www.abb.com/substationautomation

Features

•Pre-configured and ready to use

•Easily adapted to different substation 

configurations

•Real-time clock with external synchronization

•Extensive self-supervision

•Built-in local HMI with LED indications

•No interposing CTs are required

•No switching in CT secondary circuits is needed

•Low CT requirements, only 2 ms to saturation

needed for correct operation

•Different CT ratios can be used in all bays

•Stability is ensured for through faults, even with

heavy CT saturation and maximum remanence

in the CT core

•One three-phase terminal with one measuring

zone provides busbar protection for a single 

zone with up to six bays

•Three one-phase terminals with two measuring

zones for up to 18 CT inputs provide phase 

segregated busbar protection for larger

substations

•Single one-phase terminal with two measuring

zones can be used together with up to 18 

auxiliary summation CTs for cost-efficient

busbar protection

Protection functions

•Differential protection with operating time 

typically 10-15 ms

•Open CT detection function

•Load transfer function

Monitoring

•Event list with up to 16 events

•Display of analog service values for each phase

and zone of protection

Serial data communication

•LON

Hardware

•19” rack case size

•One or two analog input modules

•Current inputs for 1A or 5A main CTs by tap 

connection

•Power supply modules covering 24 V to 250 V

DC ± 20%

•Binary output module with 24 outputs

(pre-configured at the factory)

•Binary input module with 16 inputs

(pre-configured at the factory)

•Optional test switch module

Technical details are available in the RED 521 Buyer’s Guide

at www.abb.com/substationautomation.

Deep knowledge
RED 521 is the numerical successor for the RADSS and REB 103 analog relays,
which have been installed on more than 10,000 zones over a period of 35
years. These relays have shown an impressive track record with no wrong
operation due to incorrect functioning of the relay. RED 521 has been designed
to continue this tradition. Furthermore, it has been tested in the same high
current laboratory as its predecessors to verify its design. In addition, the
terminal has demonstrated outstanding performance in several evaluation tests
at customers’ testing facilities.

The RED 521 terminal belongs to ABB’s 500-series protection and control
terminal family. More than 25,000 terminals from this product family have
been successfully installed in power networks throughout the world.


